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ABSTRACT
Robots’ use of natural language is one of the key factors that leads
humans to anthropomorphize them. But it is not yet well under-
stood what types of language most lead to such language-based
anthropomorphization (or, Linguistic Anthropomorphism). In this
paper, we present a brief literature survey that suggests six broad
categories of linguistic factors that lead humans to anthropomor-
phize robots: autonomy, adaptability, directness, politeness, propor-
tionality, and humor. By contextualizing these six factors through
the lens of Jackson and Williams’ Theory of Social Agency for
Human-Robot Interaction, we are able to show how and why these
particular factors are those responsible for language-based robot
anthropomorphism.
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1 MOTIVATION
In the future, social robots will likely continue to build the capa-
bility to exist alongside humans in familiar environments. Robots
can provide physical and social assistance in healthcare [27, 39],
education [21, 48], therapy [11], and in the home [15]. But for so-
cial robots to be effective in these unpredictable and unconstrained
settings, they must competently respond to a variety of complex,
potentially high-stakes interactions. For example, robots will in-
evitably confront ethically sensitive interactions, such as when they
receive unethical commands [22] or witness bias [37, 51]. Across
these different contexts, the way that robots signal human-likeness
can impact whether robots are perceived as appropriate [37] and
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trustworthy [19, 45, 53]. Therefore, roboticists must carefully con-
sider the design cues they implement that emphasize a robot’s
human-likeness.

One of the key ways that robots signal human-likeness is by
using human-like language cues. This linguistic anthropomorphism
can have a number of key downstream effects on interaction. Robots
that mimic human linguistic patterns can promote encouraging [17]
pro-social [31] interactions. Robots are more successful and accept-
able collaborators when they have human-like social competence
and are sensitive to human sociocultural norms [37, 40] and social
roles [47]. Robots that utilize human-like linguistic strategies can
successfully, yet tactfully reject unethical commands [25? ], address
bias [37, 51], and handle high stakes interactions in trustworthy
ways [19, 45, 53]. However, robot’s use of human-like language also
presents potential drawbacks. In particular, robot’s use of human-
like language can sometimes conflict with humans’ assessment of
robot’s social standing. For example, it can be inappropriate for
robots to use human-like linguistic cues when doing so might be un-
canny [8, 10] or an inappropriate role for robots to take on [33, 37].
Similarly, robots may be perceived as uncanny or untrustworthy if
they misuse human-like language features in particular contexts,
such as using indirect speech when giving critical directions for
driving [52].

While it is broadly recognized that there are many dimensions
of robot language use that leads interactants to anthropomorphize
them, the field lacks a coherent theory of what those factors are,
and why they lead to anthropomorphization. In this review, we
thus investigate the research question:What characteristics of
linguistic anthropomorphism are relevant human-robot inter-
action? To answer this question, we survey and organize previous
work that has examined the characteristics of natural language that
make robots be perceived as more human-like.

A surprising outcome of this survey is a clear mapping from
the antecedents of linguistic anthropomorphism explored in the
literature, and the key dimensions of social agency proposed by
Jackson and Williams [24] in their Theory of Social Agency for
Human-Robot Interaction.

1.1 Jackson and Williams’ Theory of Social
Agency for Human-Robot Interaction

Due to the importance of Jackson and Williams’ framework for
the organization and interpretation of our results, we will briefly
summarize it before describing the results of our survey.

When humans interact with robots in thewild, especially in these
high stakes situations, they must make decisions about the extent to
which robots are social and moral others [46]. As one dimension of
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this social categorization, people (explicitly or implicitly) categorize
others as agents based on a number of key observable factors.

Under Floridi and Sanders [14]’s general theory of artificial
agency, three key features contribute to whether an entity is an
agent from the perspective of a particular observer: whether it is in-
teractive (able to act on its environment and be acted on in return),
autonomous (able to make its own decisions), and adaptable (able
to learn over time). Jackson and Williams [24]’s Theory of Social
Agency for Human-Robot Interaction builds on this framework to
suggest that for robots to be social agents, they must (1) be agents
according to this definition, and (2) have the clear capability for
social action, which they define as the ability to threaten or affirm
the Face (or social standing) of others [5].

As we will see, this framework provides a clear explanation for
what factors lead to robot’s linguistic anthropomorphism, and in
turn, provides new evidence for Jackson and Williams [24]’s theory.
As such, by drawing this connection, our survey lays the foundation
for future experimental work investigating the effect of linguistic
anthropomorphism on a robots trustworthiness, credibility, and
social competence in ethically sensitive interactions, by providing a
clear framework through which linguistic anthropomorphism can
be manipulated and assessed.

2 METHODS
The goal of our review was to investigate key characteristics of
linguistic anthropomorphism for social robots. We searched for
“anthropomorphism” and “linguistic anthropomorphism” through
the ACM and IEEE digital libraries, and evaluated resulting papers
for their fit with our topic.We particularly gathered papers studying
human-like language in sensitive interactions, including command
rejection, providing health information, moderating conflict, and
potentially dangerous situations like driving and security. This
process resulted in 36 papers from HRI, HCI, AutomotiveUI, RO-
MAN, and Conversational Agents. This included 23 papers from
the past 5 years and 13 that were more than 5 years old.

3 A REVIEW OF LINGUISTIC
ANTHROPOMORPHISM IN HRI

In this section, we review key characteristics of linguistic anthro-
pomorphism through the lens of social agency theory. We describe
how each characteristic emphasizes human-likeness in natural lan-
guage interaction and note its potential advantages and risks. Fur-
thermore, we note how each characteristic may contribute to a
user’s assessment of a robot’s agency or capacity for social action.

3.1 Adaptability through Personalization
In our review of literature on factors that might serve as the an-
tecedents of linguistic anthropomorphism, we found a number of
papers that suggest the importance of a robot’s perceived adapt-
ability during conversations, such as robots’ ability to integrate
personal details about other interlocutors into discourse [45]. Con-
versational adaptability can be demonstrated in a variety of ways
such as adapting to the initial situation, changes in the situation,
the person communicating with,etc.. Often, this comes in the form
of personalization.

When a robot adapts to information acquired during conversa-
tion with the relevant human interlocutor, there is a corresponding
increase in perceived anthropomorphism. While adaptability does
not necessarily result in elevated trust levels, a higher degree of
anthropomorphism tends to correlate with heightened trust [45].

The longitudinal use of personalization has demonstrated its ca-
pacity to enhance cooperation, rapport, and engagement [30]. Even
the simple use of lexical entrainment [3], in which the phrases and
speaking patterns of a human conversational partner are mirrored
by a robot, may lead to increased anthropomorphism and positive
downstream effects.

However, when a robot engages in personalization based on
its own experiences, whether authentic or fabricated, lower levels
of likability are sometimes observed. This approach may imply
the robot’s aspiration to establish social equality with humans, an
interpretation negatively received due to its deviation from the ro-
bot’s purported original intention—prioritizing human needs [29].
Although this manifestation of adaptability enhances anthropo-
morphism, it concurrently diminishes the likelihood of compliance
from the human participant, fostering negative perceptions of the
robot.

Critically, these cases of adaptability through personalization
may simultaneously lead to anthropomorphism both because they
signal agency, and because they signal capacity for social action.
Adaptability is a key facet of agency under Floridi and Sanders
[14]’s theory of artificial agency. Moreover, adaptability in the form
of personalization may also be perceived as social action because a
robot’s recall of its interaction partner’s personal details may affirm
their Face, or social standing, by emphasizing familiarity [5].

3.2 Autonomy through Assertiveness
Next, we found a number of papers that suggest the importance of
a robot’s perceived assertiveness, or confidence in its decisions, for
robot anthropomorphization. In particular, assertiveness appears
to correlate positively with anthropomorphism, in a way that en-
genders greater trust [19]. For example, when choosing a voice for
a self-driving car, assertive, human-like voices can garner more
attention from drivers than less-anthropomorphic machine-like
voices[52]. Similarly, in high-stakes job interviews facilitated by a
robot interviewer, assertiveness can add anthropomorphism to the
design robot interviewer’s personality, correlating with heightened
engagement and attentiveness [53].

When a conversational agent (CA) exhibits heightened confi-
dence in conversation, it is perceived with increased levels of trust-
worthiness [38]. Moreover, assertiveness can be strategically em-
ployed to convey a sense of authority. Instances demanding high
cognitive engagement from the human demonstrate improved per-
formance when conversational styles embody increased authority.
This heightened performance underscores a greater level of trust
and likability [34]. Importantly, higher levels of authority yield
heightened trust [19, 34].

On the other hand, assertiveness can also lead to decreased
likability when it is construed as aggressive [1]. Robots’ use of
assertiveness must thus be combined with mutual respect to mit-
igate the potential perception of assertiveness as aggressiveness.
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Component Characteristic Definition
Agency and Social Action Adaptability (through Personalization) Referencing past experiences relating to the robots fictional

past or past interactions with humans [3, 4, 29, 30, 45]
Autonomy (through Assertiveness) Portraying self-assurance [19, 34, 38, 52, 53]

Social Action Directness Using, or not using, hedge or discourse markers to influence
the level of inference needed to interpret a request [35, 41, 44]

Politeness Including words that make a statement more respectful and
considerate of other [9, 18, 20, 40]

Proportionality Utilizing the above strategies in a way that is reflective of the
situation the interaction takes place [2, 12, 13, 22]

Overtly Human Behavior Humor Incorporating causal references to people or pop culture [28, 42]
Table 1: Antecedents of Linguistic Anthropomorphism

Increased perceived trustworthiness also has it’s risks in situations
where the robot is not worthy of the perceived trustworthiness.

Critically, this assertiveness may convey the speaker’s level of
autonomy, a key factor in determining a robot’s agency [14]; and,
assertiveness may convey the speaker’s potential for social action,
if it is construed as Face-threatening and aggressive [5]. As such,
these cases of autonomy through assertiveness may simultaneously
lead to anthropomorphism both because they signal agency, and
because they signal capacity for social action.

3.3 Directness
In direct speech, the intended meaning of speech acts corresponds
with their logical meaning. In contrast, humans use indirect speech
acts to blur their intended meaning for some reason, such as to
be polite. Robots use of indirect language can correspond to a
heightened level of anthropomorphism [41].

Opting for indirect speech can yield positive effects on the per-
ceived qualities of a robot. Notably, incorporating hedge and dis-
course markers into word choice can enhance a robot’s image,
making it appear more considerate and likable [44]. Hedge and
discourse markers serve to temper statements, imparting a more
casual tone to the communication. Hedge markers, representing a
form of negative politeness, will be expounded upon in the subse-
quent section. In scenarios involving requests, the employment of
indirect speech has been associated with increased compliance and
elevated perceptions of trustworthiness [41].

Conversely, implicit speech may assume a negative connotation
in high-stakes situations [35]. For instance, in the context of driv-
ing instructions, direct speech is favored for its perceived utility.
In situations fraught with elevated risk, where compliance with
the robot’s instructions carries significant consequences, explicit
speech may prove more effective despite the general preference for
indirect speech.

If implemented in ways that are appropriate for an interaction
context, robot’s use of indirect speech may contribute to users’
perception of their capacity for social action. Among humans, in-
direct speech is an important linguistic tool for minimizing face
threats and attending to the social standing of others, such as when
softening harsh statements [5].

3.4 Politeness
Politeness in human language involved a variety of different lin-
guistic cues, ranging from pragmatic strategies (such as gratitude,
deference, or appeals in-group membership) to syntactic choices
(such as plural pronouns and passive voice) [9]. Given the deeply
ingrained human nature of politeness, heightened levels of this
trait align with increased anthropomorphism. The expectation for
robots to adhere to human social conventions further underscores
the relevance of politeness in robotic communication [40].

Consequently, employing politeness strategies in robotic inter-
actions may contribute to a more positive perception of robots
[18, 20]. Existing evidence suggests that heightened politeness in
robots fosters more constructive interactions, although its impact
on the acceptance of a robot’s non-compliance remains an open
question. Employing politeness to temper a statement enhances its
perceived receptivity [20].

However, the use of politeness to create human-like robot speech
can have potential drawbacks. People expect to have more so-
cial power over robots than they do over humans in equivalent
roles [33], which is a main determinant of politeness norms [9, 32].
Therefore, robots that mimic human-like politeness may be per-
ceived as disingenuous. It can be inappropriate for robots to use
linguistic cues which allude to inherently human experiences or
characteristics [7, 43]. Robots can be perceived as uncanny when
they use human linguistic politeness in ways that users’ feel is
inappropriate for non-human entities [8, 10, 49]. For example, it
may be deceitful for a robot to be polite by referencing emotions it
cannot have [6].

Politeness is an essential component of a robot’s perceived ca-
pacity for social action because it is used to minimize possible face
threats [5, 24]. When a robot is utilizing a politeness strategy, it is
ensuring that the message coming across is respectful and does not
negatively impact what the human conversational partner thinks
of the robot. Politeness represents a communication tool commonly
employed by humans in interpersonal interactions. Its significance
becomes particularly pronounced in high-stakes exchanges, where
a statement lacking in politeness might be construed as critical,
harsh, or even hostile.
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3.5 Proportionality
Proportionality is a linguistic behavior that humans use to tune the
severity of their language in order to ensure that the severity of
their response corresponds to the severity of the situation at hand.
For example, humans often select proportional responses when re-
buking others or refusing a request [16, 26]. Proportionality is a key
component of robots’ human-like social competence in sensitive
situations [37], such as addressing inappropriate actions [23, 51].
Because proportionality is a linguistic strategy for modulating the
harshness of speech, it is closely related to linguistic politeness and
directness [5].

When a robot can respond proportionally, it demonstrates an
ability to navigate social norms, mirroring human behavior. This
adherence to established norms is crucial, as it correlates with
heightened levels of trustworthiness [12], acceptability [13], and
credibility [2] in robotic interactions. An improved perception along
these dimensions increases the likelihood of humans accepting a ro-
bot’s non-compliance. Proportionality can enable robots to tactfully
reject unethical commands [23, 25] and address bias [37, 50, 51].
A failure to align non-compliance responses with proportionality
may lead to robot being perceived as over or under-severe [23, 37].

Proportionality is a key component of robots’ human-like social
competence in sensitive situations [37]. The ability to modulate the
harshness of speech makes it closely related to linguistic politeness
and directness [5]. In this way, a robot’s ability to be proportional
contributes to its capability for social action by attending to the
Face of others.

3.6 Humor
Humor in language is intended to illicit amusement from others.
Higher levels of perceived humor in robot interactions tend to
correlate with higher levels of anthropomorphism. Robots can use
humor to facilitate ice-breakers in conversation [42] and to create a
more casual environment by using causal terms to reference others,
for example “dude” [28]. The exploration of humor in high-stakes
situations merits further investigation, as elevated levels of humor
hold promise for conflict resolution.

Humor, as an interaction design tool in HRI, demonstrates effi-
cacy in alleviating tension [28]. It proves particularly valuable in
mitigating the discomfort a human might experience when facing
denial of a request and can improve the level of perceived likabil-
ity [42]. Because robots can use humor to create a more casual
environment, it should be used with caution. To make light of
serious situation might not be perceived positively. Judicious imple-
mentation of humor is essential and should be contingent upon the
gravity of the command to which the robot is non-compliant [28].
Notably, humor may not always be suitable when the command in
question warrants seriousness. In such cases, its application may
be more aptly reserved for post-interaction moments, serving as a
means to repair rapport.

In some case, humor can influence social dynamics by affirming
or threatening individuals involved in the interaction [5]. Yet even
these types of humor can backfire due to being perceived as too
overtly human-like [36]. This suggests that humor may be better
categorized as an overtly human form of social action than being fit

into the social action framework used to reason about non-human
agents.

4 DISCUSSION
Analyzing these six factors through the lens of Jackson andWilliams’
Theory of Social Agency for Human-Robot Interaction enables us to
fully explore why these factors have strong relationships to anthro-
pomorphism. Adaptability through personalization and autonomy
through assertiveness both have the capability of portraying so-
cial agency and action. Directness, politeness, proportionality are
all examples of a robots ability for social action. Our results have
significant implications for the design of social robots, given the
observed effects of these dimensions of social agency on key human
factors such as perceived trustworthiness, likeability, and social
competence.

More generally, though, our analysis shows that the reason why
different types of verbal behaviors result in linguistic anthropomor-
phismmay be because those behaviors demonstrate key dimensions
of robot social agency. Future work is needed to concretely test this
theory by directly testing the extent to which these dimensions of
social agency mediate the ways these strategies lead to perceived
human-likeness.

Moreover, the fact that certain strategies, like humor, may back-
fire due to being perceived as “too humanlike”, suggests that future
research might examine (1) whether overuse of any of these strate-
gies might lead to uncanny valley effects[8], (2) which specific types
of humor might increase the perception of specific aspects of social
agency, and (3) which specific types of humor might be perceived
as “too humanlike”.

5 CONCLUSION
This mini-review investigates linguistic anthropomorphism, pre-
senting a framework that explores its impact on robots’ trustwor-
thiness, credibility, and acceptance. We consider various facets of
linguistic anthropomorphism, including assertiveness, adaptability,
humor, directness, politeness, and proportionality. Contextualizing
these six factors through the lens of Jackson and Williams’ The-
ory of Social Agency for Human-Robot Interaction, we show how
these particular factors may influence assessments of robots’ social
agency. This work establishes a framework for future experimental
inquiries on the effects of linguistic anthropomorphism in human-
robot interactions, particularly when navigating non-compliance
or high stakes scenarios.
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